
1. You can find your own mass in kg with the following information: 1.00 kg weighs 2.21 lb on 
Earth. a) What is your mass in kg? b) What is your weight in newtons? 
 
2. Gunter the weightlifter can lift a 230.0-kg barbell overhead on Earth. The acceleration due to 
gravity on the sun is 274 m/s2. a) Would the barbells be heavier on the sun or on Earth? b) How 
much (in newtons) would the barbells weigh on the sun (if it were possible to stand on the sun 
without melting)? 
 3. Red Sox designated hitter, David Ortiz, swings at a 0.150 kg baseball and accelerates it at a 
rate of 3.00 x 104 m/s2. How much force does Ortiz exert on the ball? 
 4. Claudia stubs her toe on the coffee table with a force of 100. N. a) What is the acceleration of 
Claudia’s 1.80-kg foot? b) What is the acceleration of the table if it has a mass of 20.0 kg? 
(Ignore any frictional effects.) c) Why would Claudia’s toe hurt less if the table had less mass? 
 
5. While chopping down his father’s cherry tree, George discovered that if he swung the axe with 
a speed of 25 m/s, it would embed itself 2.3 cm into the tree before coming to a stop. a) If the axe 
head had a mass of 2.5 kg, how much force was the tree exerting on the axe head upon impact? 
b) How much force did the axe exert back on the tree? 
 6. Carter’s favorite ride at the amusement park is the rollercoaster. The rollercoaster car and 
passengers have a combined mass of 1620 kg, and they descend the first hill at an angle of 45.0° 
to the horizontal. With what force is the rollercoaster pulled down the hill? 


